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Hello Friends,

My newsletter has been long overdue and now it’s time to tell you all what I foresee in the Universe. As of today, June 22nd, 2012, the Sun is in Gemini, Jupiter is in Taurus with Venus and Ketu, Mars entered Virgo today to conjoin with Saturn, Mercury is in Cancer with Moon and Rahu is in Scorpio.

Since June 16th, Moon came into Taurus and for the next 15 days, will be in the orb of the chain of all planets between Ketu and Rahu. This chain is called the serpent chain.

On June 19th / 20th, we had the new Moon, and Mars moved into Virgo with Saturn today, June 22nd. These planetary combinations will create some conflicting energies in the Universe and some people and countries will get affected during this transit from Mid June to August 4th. With Mercury and Moon in Cancer in the 8th house of America’s chart, there could be some storms and floods and natural disasters like earthquakes, but luckily, Jupiter will save a major disaster.

First, let's begin with looking at the astrological influences on President Barack Obama and Mitt Romney

Who will win the US Presidential Elections 2012?

Many people must be wondering as to who would be the next president of the United States. I did a study of the astrological charts of President Barack Obama and Mitt Romney, and this is what I see:

President BARACK OBAMA born August 4th 1961, 1830 Hrs, Honolulu. (Exact time of birth unknown)
He has Jupiter and Saturn together in the rising sign. A very powerful Moon in the 5th house, Sun and Mercury together in Cancer in the 7th house. This shows that he is a man of righteousness and faith. He is man of principles and has a deep philosophical mind. He will apply righteous values, human values, and will not give in to wrong actions. He has a great inner strength, but he needs to be more expressive in his faith and beliefs. He is in the major period of Jupiter and he will follow good karma in his life. Rahu in the 4th house can create some uncertainty in his mind at times, that too, because of his own people. He begins the major period of Saturn from October this year 2012, which will be important for his further life and career.

He has Jupiter transiting his Moon sign, and Saturn moving in to Libra will aspect his natal Sun and Mercury, which may cause some stressful situation on his health, (heart) and some challenges about his children. There may also be some difficult situation about his mother, or parents. He may have to travel to attend to his problems.

In spite of these stresses and challenges, his stars will favor him to win again.

MITT ROMNEY born on March 12th 1947 in Detroit, MI.
He was born with Jupiter, Moon and Ketu in Scorpio, Venus in Capricorn, Mars, Sun and retrograde Mercury in Aquarius, Rahu in Taurus and Saturn in Cancer.

As per his chart, he appears to be a very dominating person, who could be quick tempered. While his planets are strong, still some of these planetary combinations could be difficult. His planets indicate that he could suddenly fly into a rage and could
take hasty steps. Sun and Mars in conjunction, Jupiter with Ketu and Moon of Aquarius creates big egos and little patience. Makes one a good orator but not a man who can work with others in harmony. These kinds of planetary combinations indicate a person who is self centered and not easily open to others. The conjugal life of such charts cannot be said to be happy or peaceful and there could be some secret relationships and ‘encounters’ that such people would have had.

Above and beyond all this, the big question is that will he become the next president?

Mitt has started his seven and a half year cycle of Saturn since November 15th 2011, and Rahu and Ketu are influencing his mind. This makes him unrealistic and he may have some illusions about his success and can make him egoistic.

Barring mental agitations, health problems will affect him soon, maybe the heart, or palpitations or high blood pressure. I would request Mr. Mitt Romney to take it easy and take care of himself. Never mind becoming president.

(These predictions are based on the Moon signs calculated by the sidereal system. I do not have the times of birth of both these gentlemen).

In spite of certain challenges in his personal and professional life, Barrack Obama will continue to lead the country.

**World Predictions**

**United States**

I see this present transit time between June 22nd and August, to be disturbing for The United States. There could be issues about the government, there could be unusual weather, and there could be questions and allegations on some politicians. There will be a lot of pressure from the common people and the media.

The United States will be under financial crunch until September. After that the economy will pick up soon. The only other thing I foresee is that America will break ties with some Islamic country, who it had considered as an ally. One year from now, this country will shine in prosperity again. There is no doubt about this.

**Europe**

Within the next 2 months, some European countries will be under great pressure financially and the poor economy will be the main cause. There may be fear of an economic collapse for at least 2 countries. Two countries may fall out or break away from some group or alliance. The United States may stop funding some countries. There may be crises in some eastern country. The Pope or some religious leader may have some accident or sickness. Religious values and morality will decline.

**India**

For India, there will be many changes starting from August and until December 2012. Economy will hit the country, some political leaders will be dethroned and the government itself may collapse. There will be many new faces to be seen. The time has come for a facelift for the country and there will be a washout of evil.

**Neighboring countries**

The neighboring countries like Pakistan, the Middle East etc will also experience many major changes in the government and disturbing factors. There could be changes in leadership and there could be sporadic violence and natural calamities around the area.

This year is going to be a year of many changes around the world. Even for individuals there could be major changes in their personal lives. Its one of those times when destiny will unfold itself and reveal many patterns in our lives. These changes will also help us understand the law of cause and effect and bring us to new realizations.

**How to Overcome the Economic Crisis?**

This world economic crisis can be overcome by all countries following some measures. One thing is that no country should get into war with another. War costs countries billions and trillions of Dollars and subsequently the treasuries crash and the whole country gets affected. Today America is in this great economic crisis because of the war it launched on Iraq and following military action in Afghanistan. I am not saying that we should not fight terrorism. In fact the action in Afghanistan was the right
one, which George Bush should have taken instead of attacking Iraq. The Iraq war was totally misdirected, mismanaged and totally uncalled for.

Politics apart, there are other factors like the United States giving out 50,000 green cards every year to various countries around the world. These 50,000 in turn end up with 250,000 with families, and are taking up jobs and businesses of Americans. No wonder the unemployment rate is highest today. And this will continue unless the United States changes its policies on many fronts.

There are some other policies which can be implemented, by the President or someone in the Whitehouse has to be willing to hear! There are many thousands of people who are making money but not reporting to avoid paying taxes. Many are producing many children because they get child benefits for free. They get free food stamps, free medical coverage and money. Guess where all this comes from? The common man’s tax money. There is no balance in the society and the system.

It would be better to stop the green card lottery altogether and legalize those who are already in the country so that these immigrants pay tax. The government should limit the free benefits up to maximum 2 children per household, so that those on government welfare don’t keep producing 5 to 6 children just to get free benefits. Also, if the government comes out with some scheme for people who have plenty of black money to pay taxes and do legitimate businesses, they could get in billions of dollars.

Seriously, instead of sending rockets into space and fighter planes to other countries, the U.S.A. should make changes to the constitution and implement some positive policies which can resurrect this country. It’s time to focus on humanity rather than act in insanity. It’s time to put your own finances together rather than throw away billions of dollars to other countries. And it’s time, to bring peace and prosperity in the world by stopping wars and being constructive and realistic in today’s times.

Natural disasters are inevitable. Manmade disasters are avoidable. Even for natural disasters, if the countries heed a forewarning seriously, many deaths and billions of dollars could be saved. In today’s times, no country can afford a war. Especially when most countries are nuclear powered and any nuclear bomb could destroy humanity. Greed, ego, hatred, anger have destroyed the humanness and the world today needs leaders who can undo all this by peaceful dialogue with all countries and form a peace mission so that no country goes to war.

Peace and prosperity can only happen when there is a transformation in the human race. We need to amend the world situation and strive for peace, brotherhood and imbibe human and spiritual values throughout the world. The new age cannot come just by time; it can only come by change. The change has to be in people’s hearts and minds. History is witness that countries that wielded power through war and force have all fallen. Even the mightiest like Alexander, the British Empire, the Moghul Empire and Julius Caesars of the Roman Empire have all fallen.

Eventually, the world needed a Jesus Christ, Lord Krishna, Lord Rama, Buddha and Sri Satya Sai Baba to come into the world to reinstate peace, harmony, love, human and spiritual values in the world.

So let’s all become sincere and try do our bit to try to change the negative energies around the world. It’s not enough to say that the world leaders should do all this. Every person is important. Who knows, it might be any one of you who could be the leader of a country, or a world leader tomorrow. Or maybe your children would herald the new age. But the seed has to be sown today and has to be watered every day. Let’s all try to accomplish the mission:

P – PROSPERITY
E – EVOLUTION
A – AWARENESS
C – CONSCIOUSNESS
E – ETERNAL

God bless the world
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